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more “All-time Gaffes or Howlers” - part 3

Gaffes part 3 – a guide to correct understanding of various Sahaja Yoga Topics
Parabrahma and Yugas (the ages between Evolutionary periods of time)
Chakra Qualities - see B1 for an A5 Intro chart; or B2 for a more detailed A4 version
The Absolute - does not change - it is we who have to change
English have a Special Responsibility - They can save the World – More about England
Kundalini rises up Centre only - Left ends in Superego, Right ends in Ego, both go
nowhere, both are balloons, closing over at the top of the head, cutting us off totally.
Sex Points - the state we have achieved by the downward movement of our attention contra
to what we really need to achieve which is our Ascent. [cf. Sanctity of sex within marriage]
Not teach others - til we are fully established ourselves - so we do not mislead others!
Raise Kundalini & apply Bandhan correctly - as taught by Shri Mataji Herself (video clip)
They don’t want to learn Mother - we surely must study Sahaja Yoga as taught by She
who is verily Shri Adi Shakti Shri Mataji Herself
Home
✔✔✔
More …
So to continue with this new part 3, we have 12 new items, and right at the top of
this list is “Parabrahma” which sets out the overall scheme of things, and puts Shri Adi
Shakti & Sahaja Yoga fairly and squarely in centre stage of the Universe, with the
‘Heart of the Universe’ here in England, being part of the United Kingdom..
Apologies to all the ‘now quite many’ newer Sahaja Yogis’, who have quite unwittingly
taken on board all this misinformation, without realising its proper significance. We will
be attempting to rectify the situation with this report.
If we pick up on these errors & rectify them as a matter of some urgency, we stand a
good chance of fully recovering the situation, and fully pleasing Shri Mataji.
Shri Mataji Prasanna - Jai Jai Jai Shri Mataji - Feb 2019
(Look to the top right corner of the Pitfalls page for the links to the
All-Time Gaffes/Howlers, and to the top left for a link to the
autobiographical ‘Sprinkler story’.
[They are also shown elsewhere but mainly behind the Main “Index” link in the
‘Quick Access Links’ bar, then look beneath “RESEARCH” and then also behind
the ABC (for newcomers) link & then look towards the top of the page)
It is perhaps best to start off with the ‘Quick Access Links’ bar that is located
near the bottom of the HomePage
✔✔✔
“http://www.sahajvidya.org.uk/jsmsy”
Research into the TRUE VIDYA or True Knowledge may be viewed here on this web
site shown above, which should be bookmarked on every Sahaja Yogi’s Desktop for
constantly available & easy reference.

